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Band Marches At Kent
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BGSU MARCHING BAND stage a victory march at Kant Slat.
wlun laat weekead, Bowling Criio'i undefeated football team conquered Kant Stata Golden Flashes. Thie wu the teams seventh straight
win.
Starting with a nucleus of 65
per cent of last year's organization, th streamlined University
Marching Band is under two conductors, Arthur Zuelzke, assistant
profess of music and Richard
Kcker, instructor of music and recent graduate of Ohio State.
Composed of 60 men, the Band
practices a minimum of six hours
weekly plus extra time before a
home game. The members receive
one half hour credit per semester
for their work. Their recent appearances at all the home games
and two games away from home
has prompted much comment from
spectator! and other Universities.
At present they are specializing
in formations, the newly-written
fight song and a victory overture.
Plans call for a 100-piecc outfll
next year and a Pep Band at every
home basketbal game this year.
The Marching Band received new
overcoats recently and new uniforms the season before.
Before each game the individual
members are issued mimeographed
sheets containing information as
to their exact position in the day's
formations.
These sheets alone
require hours of extra work on
the behalf of Mr. Zuelzke, Mr.
Ecker, and Bill Champion who
makes the special arrangements.

According to Mr. Zuelzke, the
"band is meant to be strictly a
military organization and is to
perform as such making full use
of each members talent in the
musical line without benefit of disturbing influences such as majorettci."

CLEW Begins
Saturday Night

EDWARD H. JOHNSON will i
dress students at the CLEW

Kent Presents

semblies beginning Saturday.

Play Saturday
"The Return of Peter Grimm,"
by David Belasco, will be brought
to this campus by the Kent State
Players for one performance only,
on Saturday, Nov. 13, in the Main
Auditorium.
An early American play,
"Peter" was first given in 1911
starring David Warfleld in the
title role. The thesis of the play
rests on the question whether or
not the dead can come back. Mr.
Belasco selected the play making
Peter an old Dutch gardener, so
he could base his beliefs in immortality on the lessons he learned in
his garden.
Kent State Players have not announced the cast as yet but previous mention of the play indicates
that it is a play everyone should
see.
Tickets will be sold Tuesday,
Nov. 9, from 10 to 12 and 1 to 4.
General admission is 60 cents and
student admission is five cents plus
Ac Card.

Swan Club
Has Workshop
Swan Club is sponsoring a Synchronized Swimming Workshop
Saturday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
This workshop, the first of its
kind ever to be held in Ohio, is to
promote interest and skills in synchronized swimming.
Collage demonstrations scheduled for Saturday afternoon at 2
in the Natatorium are open to the
public.
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Choir To Visit
Five States
2 Concerts Planned
For New York City
For ten days, the University A
Cappella Choir will tour five
northeastern states, appearing at
Kenmore, Batavia, and Malone,
New York; Bar re, Vermont; Laconia,
New
Hampshire;
New
Bloomfield,
Pennsylvania;
and
Huron, Ohio.
Beginning Friday, Nov. 12, and
ending Monday, Nov. 22, the tour
will include two concerts in New
York City, a broacast over NBC
at Radio City, and an appearance
in Town Hall.
Students, selected by competitive
tryouts to go on the tour, are: 1st
Sopranos; Virginia Clymcr, Barbara Evans, Janice Fuller, Phyllis
Greenler, Marilyn Horn, Patricia
Musolf, Clcva Price, Patricia Sanguinetti, Jacqueline Smith; 2nd
Sopranos; Jane Bowman, Mildred
Dague, Leon* Krill, Nclda Rudolph.
Virginia Senrle, Jonnna Warner,
Marilyn Weisz; 1st Altos; Ruth
Bowen, Helen Burdo, Lois Fullmer,
Jeane Gray, Joan Lembo, Edith
Rychener, Mary Underhill, Wilma
Yingst; 2nd Altos; Patricia Evans,
Barbara Francis, Verna Harting,
Patricia Simon, Marie Del Sonno,
Betty Steele, Sue Swearington,
Barbaru Ward; 1st Tenors; James
Dunn, Martin Ide, Robert Jaynes,
Harold Manhart.
Donald McGookoy, Edward
Waith, Vernon Wright; 2nd
Tenors; James Carstensen, Stephen Lanning, James Schwarz, John
Searle, Edward Strazisar, Carl
Thomas; Baritones; George Bell,
Jack Eisenhart, Roy Jackson,
Douglas McEwen, Ralph
Schriemf, Robert Wirt; Basses;
Printy Arthur, James Jarvis,
.1 :iines Nicholson, Gerald Robinson,
Jack Ross, Byron Sideras, and
Guy Smith.

One-Act Plays

CHARLES SCHWANTES is
known speakers soon to appear for
CLEW.
Christian Living Emphasis Week
sponsored by Student Christian
Fellowship begins Saturday evening with a retreat at the EUB
Church at 6 for the SCF cabinet
and all committee members for
CLEW.
Personal conferences may be
scheduled with any of the speakers. More than 35 classes will
have Clew leaders as guest speakers, and there are more than 15
engagements for fireside chats in
organized houses.

The University Theatre will present a bill of one-act plays in Studio B of the Practical Arts Bldg.
on Nov. 19 and 20. The plays—
a farce, a comedy, and a
drama—will be presented arena
style, with the audience seated entirely around the acting area in
close proximity to the actors.
Due to the limited seating capacity of Studio B, entrance to the
plays will be gained only through
possession of invitational tickets.
Faculty members may secure their
tickets in the Speech Office on or
before Nov. 16; special drama
classes may secure their tickets
in the Speech Office on Nov.
17; and the general student body
may secure tickets in the Speech
Office Nov. 18, 19, and 20.
There is no admission charge for
the plays.

Immunization Shots
Immunization shots for children
five months or older, will be given Friday at 2 p.m. at Johnston
Hospital.
Any parents, faculty, or students may buy the immunization
shots for 51 cents.

Dad's Day Will Honor Fathers Saturday
***

•••

*•*

ATO Will Present 'Dad Of Year' Plaque At Game
The second all-campus Dad's
Day at Bowling Green will be
held Saturday, Nov. 18.
Revived last year by Alpha Tau
Omega Fraternity, Dad's Day will
feature the presentation of the
"Dad of the Year" during the half
of the Bowling Green-Morningside
football game. A plaque will be
presented at that time.

Sororities, fraternities, and organized houses are planning open
houses for their fathers after the
football game.
The fathers of the Varsity football players will be feted by ATO
at a breakfast at 10:30 a.m. in
the Nest, and arrangements have
been made for football fathers to
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Cappella Will Leave Friday For Ten-Day Tour

Theatre Plans

•chaduled among the many well-

WEATHER:
RAIN AND
COOLER

sit on the field to watch the game.
Each dad on the field will have a
number on his back corresponding
to his son's uniform number.
Some groups are honoring their
fathers with banquets Saturday
evening.
Co-chairmen for Dad's Day are
Robert Berry and Robert Parks.

•••
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News Analyst Will Speak Here
In Armistice Day Program
Senate Meets
To Discuss

John W. Vandercook, news analyst, explorer, and author,
will be guest speaker at the Armistice Day program tomorrow
morning at 10:45 in the Main Auditorium. The topic of his
address is "Will The Marshall Plan Work?" No change will
be made in the class schedule.
Mr. Vandercook comes to Bowling Green as the third

Student Union
Dr. F. J. Prout talked informally
to Student Senate Monday night
in response to Senate Pies. Sam
Morell's invitation that he be present and report on the administration's attitude toward a new Student Union Bldg. on campus.
Source of funds and the opinion
of the students are *hc two biggest issues in the matter, Dr.
Prout told Senate.
It will cost three quarters of a
million dollars to do it tight," the
Senate learned.
It was demonstrated to Senate
members that a five-dollar ■asesement added to the semester student activity fee, will, in four
years, total approximately $181,000, providing the enrollment continues at the same level as at present.
If a capital of $200,000 were
established, it is probable that the
rest could be raised, the Senate
was told.
Kent State University is now
constructing a Student Union
Bldg. which will contain classrooms as well as recreational facilities. Miami and Ohio Universities are raising money to finance
similar buildings on their campuses by raising activity fees.
In answer to a question from a
Senate member about the proposed
Science Bldg, Dr. Prout stated
that ground will be broken next
spring for construction on the
Ridge Terrace site.

3 Agencies
Cover News
News given to the Bee Gee
News, campus radio station, or
News Bureau does not necessarily
reach the other two news outlets.
For several years their policy
has been to work independently
and exchange no news.
Some persons still think information given to one of the three
will be relayed automatically to
the others.

Music Department
To Be Inspected
Roy Underwood, an inspector
from the National Association of
Schools of Music, will inspect the
Music Department here, Friday,
Nov. 12. Now an associate member of NASM, the Music Department anticipates a full membership
staus after the inspection, according to Prof Merrill McEwen, head
of the department.
The inspection
will
include
evaluation of regular class teaching, musical organizations, performance of students in student
recitals and inspection of equipment and facilities.
A dinner for music faculty and
administrative officers will be held
in honor of Mr. Underwood, head
of the Music Department at Michigan State College, at the Nest,
Thursday, November 11.
On-Campua Housing
May Be Obtained
Students who live off-campus
and desiring on-campus housing
should sea Arch B. Conklia, dean
of students, today or tomorrow.

JOHN W. VANDERCOOK, explorer, analyst, and author, will
speak here tomorrow.

Editor Named
For Handbook
Robert E. Smith, junior from
Columbus Grove, ()., will edit the
194!) Freshman Hanbook. Selection was made by the Publications
Committee Monday, Nov. 1. The
rest of the staff will he announced
at a later date.
This year's handbook will be
sent to all prospective BG students
instead of only to those who definitely plan to enroll here.
The
book will be nulled in early spring
instead of during the summer as
had been done previously.
Work has already started on the
handbook which will only be a revision of last year's copy. Editing
of the book which is one of the
university's four official publications, is to be finished before
Christmas vacation.
Mr. Smith was sports editor for
the Bee Gee News before entering
the army in 194(1. While with his
unit in Japan, he edited several
official publications. He is a journalism major.

Theta Phi Tops
Grade List
Leading sororities in point averages for the second semester of
1947-48 were Theta Phi, Alpha
Gamma Delta, and Sigma Rho
Tau, in that order.
In fourth place was Chi Omega,
followed by Phi Mu, Gamma Phi
Beta, Delta Gamma, Alpha Phi,
Kappa Delta, Alpha Xi Delta, and
Alpha Chi Omega.
Sorority scholarship averages
ranged from 2.83804 to 2.65787.

visitor in the Artists Series of
noted lecturers, artists, and musicians. He will be introduced by
Prof. Jesse J. Currier, chairman
of the Journalism Department.
A world traveler, the speaker
has visited or lived in 78 countries.
Two books "Tom-Tom" and "Black
Majesty" are among the books and
magazine articles published as a
result of his travels.
After a year at Yale University
he decided to undertake a stage career, but broke away soon thereafter to become a newspaperman.
At one timo he served on the Columbus Citizen and other newspapers in Washington, I). ('., Baltimore, and New York.
Last summer Mr. Vandercook
was in Europe investigating the
operation of the European RcAt the beginning of World Wur
II he was in Germany. From his
observations thcer and shortly nfterward in France he joinod the
staff of the National Brondcasting
Co. in September 1940 as a news
commentator, a post he occupied
for the next six years.
During tho 1944 Allieu oifensive
in Italy he participated as a commentator-correspondent. He was
in tho Normandy invasion and was
in London during the first phases
of the German V-l robot-bomb attacks.
In the summer of 1947 Mr. Vandercook revisited western Europe
to study postwar conditions.
The famous news analyst has
been a traveler since birth.
At
tho age of three weeks he came
with his family back to the United
States from London. His father,
John F. Vandercook, was one of
the United Press founders, and
his mother, Margaret O'Bannon
Vandercook, is a novelist.
In 1925 he began a scries of long
leisurely journeys, which were to
continue for over 12 years. From
the interior of Dutch Guinea, to
the island of Haiti, to the Republic
of Liberia, to Cameroon in Africa,
and to the islands of the western
Pacific, he has travelled.
On tho island of New Guinea he
successfully penetrated, without
mishap, the land of an extraordinary tribe of head-hunting cannibals.
Between journeys he returned to
New York where he contributed
such articles on travel and exploration and on world affairs to Harper's, National Geographic, American Magazine, Liberty, Vogue, and
the Saturday Evening Post.
He has authored, in addition, a
volume of short stories and several
detective stories.
Aside from travelling, Mr. Vandercook's main interest Is photography. He is a member of the
councils of both the Authors Guild
and the Authors League of America, and is an enthusiastic amateur
and collector of modern painting.
One of his prize possessions is
an ethnological collection of primitive carvings, found on the Solomon and Fiji Islands.

\

Play Cast Chosen For ^Portraits'
A large cast of 34 people are included in the University Theatre's
second major production of the
year, "Family Portrait," under the
direction of Dr. Elden T. Smith.
The story revolves around the
family of Jesus and concern the
time when Jesus leaves home to
undertake His life work.
The cast consists of students,
townspeople, and members of the
faculty.
Playing the parts of
Jesus's family are: Miriam Johnson, Arthur Moore, John Burger,
Don Streibig, Don Dickson, and
Elizabeth Pierson.
V

The remainder of the cast includes: Hugh Smith, Thomas Durbin, Alice Connor, Emily Bazley,
Sal Guidice, Patricia Mann, Dale
Keighley, Richard Hoffman, Bob
Hiser, Phyllis Allen, Michael Mackulics, Marilyn Knepper, Esko
Rentola, Charles Fasnaugh, Colette
Moran, Jean MacGlathery, Alan
Cohen, Judson AUertson, Carole
Mulqueeny, Ken Keagle, Phil
Thompson, Phyllis Wolf, Gary
Wilson, Robert Schwyn, Fred Way,
RUBS Druckenmiller, MiUiam Fulton, and Royden Garland.
It will be presented Dec. 8
through 11 in the Main Auditorium.
i

If It's Marriage You Want, Join The A Cappella
By Richard RoMch
"Music hath charm* to soothe
the suvago beast," so all females
with aspirations of trapping: a
luckless bachelor take heed of the
advice of Mr. J. P. Kennedy, director of the A Cappella choir,
"Become a member of the choir
and get married." So far the bag
has been good, with four complete
captures and three probables.
Sorry, but the limit is one to a
hunter.
Unfortunately music's charm
works both way. When concerts
are given for other schools, some
of the male choristers have
changed schools in order to pursue

the lovely they met at the dance
following the concert.
Besides its matrimonial possibilities, the choir also adheres to the
slogan, "See America First."
Their trips have taken them
through such great mountain
ranges as the Rockies, the Smokies
and the Appalachians. The scenery was enjoyed despite the failing of the brakes on one of the
buses and the engine trouble that
developed.
Besides the mechanical difficulties there are always other happenings to make the tours interesting.
Car sickness breaks up the monotony of the long rides. When
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Apoloyy. . .

It appears as if an apology is duo to the Bowling Green State University Marching Band. The
Bee Gee News has failed to give them the publicity that is due to them. A story was turned In
about the band, but by some unknown means it
failed to show up in the print at the shop and
therefore very little publicity has appeared In
the Bee Gee News other than a two column by
three Inch picture with a five line cut line in last
week's paper, and also a picture and story on
page one of today's issue.
All students who have attended the football
games this season know what an excellent band
Bowling Green has this year. The shows that
have been put on during the half at the football
game3 have been very commendable and it
shows that a great amount of work has gone Into
the planning of these programs.
Situations like this are
COOPERATION bound to exist and an explanation should be made. It is
IS NEEDED
utterly Impossible for the Bee
FOR NEWS
Gee News to have a full time
reporter covering every department and activity that exists at this university. These organizations that desire publicity
should see to It that what they wish to appear In
the Bee Gee News Is turned into the News Office, if a reporter does not see them first.
The Bee Gee New3 is run as a laboratory for
aspiring journalists and does not attempt in any
way to imagine itself as a once-a-week version of
the New York Times or Cleveland Plain Dealer.
Bee Gee News reporters also attend classes and
do homework at night. If organizations and departments wish to cooperate with us, we will do
the same. If not, then these same organizations
should not expect to see themselves pictured
all over the front page.

Boogie* GUL...
Bowling Green's Booster Club got off to a
fine start Thursday night when they staged a
Pep Rally on the steps of the Ad Bldg. We offer
our heartiest congratulations on the organization
of the Rally. The crowd that deluged the Circle
to watch the skits and hear the Band thoroughly
enjoyed the spectacle.
We especially want to send
HIGHLIGHT OF belated orchids to the University, Marching Band.
The
RALLY WAS
band made a good entrance,
THE BAND
and held the rapt attention of
every observer. It highlighted
a Rally that had a lot of highlights.
Booster Club prexy, George Bohanna, did a
good job of getting fraternity backing in the
presentation of skits.
The opinion, "it's about time we got some
school spirit," ran rampant Thursday night. We
consider this observation inaccurate. The spirit
has always been here, but it has never been organized.
The Bee Gee News has every right to toot Its
own hom today. Our two-year compaign for a
Booster Club ended with the brilliant success
of the Kent State Pep Rally.
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Special Delivery Student

sleeping accomodations are lackClimaxing each stop on the way
ing it gives one the chance to put is the concert. Besides the delays
a crook in his back and neck while in performance and the absence of
sleeping on a bus seat and the lack members, there have been conof dressing and washrooms makes crts given to audiences numbering
for that rugged outdoor atmos- less than the choir itself and conphere.
certs in town being swept by inFood plays an important part in fluenza epidemics which put unthe success of the tour. So far called for wheezes in the singing.
the choristers have whetted their During a concert in the local hall
palates with southern fried chick- of one town a stage riser gave way
en, which did not meet all expec- and the back row of the choir
tations, and Kansas City steaks disappeared in the middle of numwhich were running close competi- ber.
tion with Neolite. Florida shrimp
Regardless of these difficulties,
and lobster and Alabama ham have the choir stubbornly carries on.
provided two of the better meals Why? Ask any member and he
for the group.
or she will tell you. They love it.

Dire Consequences
If to the Bowl we want to rid*.
w« got to take ol' Momingiids . . .
Booster Club
KINGS AND QUEENS:
Bright spot of the week—Jim Powell to wed
hometown-berger Pat Riker Nov. 25 . . . and a
pin—at 7 a.m. under a tree in a meadow—Anna
Mae Bulge and Norm Meese . . . and another
glittering glits—Nan Warden to Bob Walden . . .
and another pin—Bob Barber and Sally Heckler
. . . Glenn Knerr and Sally Schaeffer . . .
CHECK:
A girl can sing
A girl can dance
But she can't strike a match
On the seat of her pants
'Cause she ain't built that way.
SUPER SPECIAL AWARD DIVISION:
(praise and such)
To the newly-formed Booster Club under president Bohanna, the bucket o' suds and carton of
tobacco flowers for helping build Bee Gee bigger
and better pep rallies and spirit—all organizations should be represented in the group . . .
DIRE'S DESIRE:
Entering the swinging doors (of the Nest) attired In green wool dress complete with a big
brown belt and looking like the slick chick of
the week -Marie Del Sonno, of singing fame . . .
POME:
The gal who wears cotton stockings
Need never give her door a locking.
The gal who chooses other makes
Gets all the runners and all the breaks.
DIRE'S IRE:
According to information received there is beginning some neferlous practices of late- -someone swiped the crest at the Alpha Gamma Delta's Homecoming Dance—which was quite classy, by the way -it's made of plaster board and
is a valued possession of persons unknown who
would appreciate the return—or in other words would the DD who swiped the crest kindly return
same . . .
PASS:
Since swear words do get censored
poems should not have 'em . . .

eieiu Week...
CLEW is the by-word for Nov. 13 and 18 at
Bowling Green State University. Known as
Christian Living Emphasis Week, this one week
is set aside to give the student an opportunity to
take account of himself.
A campaign to revive the inherent Christianity
within all of us—CLEW Is an attempt to get us
back In the Christian stride, a stride that we
should never lose if we are to keep ourselves
morally strong and mentally fit.
Man is as big or as little as
his habits.
Following the
MAN IS AS
Christian stride or otherwise,
BIG AS HIS
habits are man's masters until
HABITS
he masters them. Each of us
is a creature of habit. It is
easier to form a good habit than it is to break a
bad one, but some of the best men are those who
have broken bad habits.
Religion and the art of believing are good
habits easily acquired and with a little effort easily maintained. CLEW Is offering us a good start
with assemblies, fireside chats, personal conferences, platform hours, and chapels. All we
need to do is acquire the Christian stride of good
habits as set forth and to continue the practice.
There is something else of
great significance that joins
FAITH IS
here. It Is called a faith—a
NEEDED FOR
faith that recognizes the fact
INSPIRATION
that beyond a man's own
strength there Is other strength
greater than human strength that supplements
and Inspires men's best efforts. Strength from
God Is a strength that makes a man more than a
man for some great occasion.
While laying the ground work for his life and
his career no one should be more aware of this
than the college student. Sad indeed will be the
man who considers his education well rounded
yet who misses entirely or cast lightly aside the
stride of Christianity.

Dear Editor:
Last Sunday evening. 1 had
three text books and a notebook
filled with irreplaceable notes, taken from the top of the geology
case next to the Geology Office in
the Ad Bldg. The thief very graciously' left "The Living Constitution," by McBain, a $1.16 text
without much retail value. I want
to thank him for this kind gesture
of generosity. I have removed the
covers of this book and sent them
to my father, Mr. Chas. G. Group,
who has been a Government agent
for the past 29 years, and I don't
refer to the post office.
If this person has any record or
is n GI, his finger-prints, unless he
wore gloves, can be traced in the
files in Washington.
The stealing of books might be
a petty crime, but it is a low dirty
crime. The taking of hooks might
well deprive a person a part of his
education which is vital.
I am appealing to whoever accidentally took my books to return
them.
Gordon Group

CLEW Speaker

DAVE BORTEL talus car* of his mail rouU while also attending
claisas at the University.

BG Student Doubles As
Mailman And Student
By Muffi Caiini

Three kids, a mail route, classes
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. and no time
for lunch is the story of Dave Bortel, junior, majoring in Industrial
Arts. A typical day in the life of
this energetic family man finds
Dave rising at five to begin his
studies for the class day starting
at 9.
At 3 in the afternoon, the day's
work of Special Delivery man begins when Dave picks up the University mail from the mailroom,
delivers it and then meets the train
from
Columbus.
This chore
finished he meets the train from
Toledo and finally a truck bringing
the last mail from that city.
Meanwhile, between running these
deliveries which amount to some
BO or 00 letters, he disposes of
about 40 or BO packages.
In the midst of this work Dave
has to grab a candy bar or a cup
of coffee to tide him over until the
full meal at home in the evening.

He doesn't get much time to spend
with his wife and three boys and
considers himself lucky if he can
even see the youngsters aged five,
two and ten months.
Originally Dave started to school
at Bee Gee in 1941, but left for the
service in 1942.
Returning to
Bowling Green in 1943 he was
hired to help part-time in the University Post Office. At that time
the mailing system was quite
different, calling for individual
trips to all the dorms while at
present the mail is dumped in one
central location.
He re-entered
the university in February of '48
and has continued through summer school.
The Bortcl family lives at 407
Buttonwood and both Dave and his
wife Lena have spent most of their
lives in this town. Vacation time
tomes once a year when summer
school closes and the little group
spends the two weeks around Lake
Michigan, fishing and boating.

WSSF Gives Assistance
To Foreign Students

FATHER LLOYD E. GRESSLE
is one of the well-known speakers
scheduled to appear at Bowling
Green next week.

CLEW Week
Monday through Thursday
7:30 Morning Meditations. SCF office
9:00 Seminars:
"Christianity and Communism"
Ernest M. Howell, leader
Ralph House, chairman
Alpna Gamma Delta Lounge
Prayer: Does It Work?"
Lloyd Gressle, leader
Mason Grove, chairman
Kappa Delta Lounge
10:00 Platform Hour. Lab School Art Room
"The Place of Religion in Life"
Paul Milhouee. Roy McCorkel. Edward Carroll, Edward Johnson
2:00 Seminars:
"So You Wanta Get Married?"
Paul Milhouse, leader
Colleen Ruggles, chairman
Delta Gamma lounge
The Skeptics' Hour"
Edward H. Johnson, leader
Marjorie Charles, chairman
Kappa Delta ^unge
3:00
"Is the Church Out of Date?"
Charles Schwantes, leader
Ltbby Earnest, chairman
Alpha Phi lounge
"Discovering Good and Evil"
Paul Washburn, leader
Ralph Scott, chairman
Phi Mu lounge
4:00 Chapel. Main Auditorium
Monday—"Meet lohn Doe"
Tuesday—"The Snow Goose"
Wednesday—"The Man Nobody
Knows"
Thursday— The Robe"
7:30 Assembly' Main Auditorium
Men's Glee Club, Treble Clef, Organist and Soloists
Speakers: Mrs. Rex S. Clements.
Roy Roy McCorkel. Paul Washburn

Dating Group
Problems pertaining to dating
are being discussed in the SCF
Dating Interest Group meetings
held every Monday evening at
6:30. Dr. Lowrie, Professor of
Sociology, has charge of the group
and conducts the discussion informally.
Anyone Interested
should sign up at the SCF office
and attend the meetings.

"Become a part of the world.
Become a part of the great movement to help foreign students
through the World Student Service Fund."
That was the appeal made by
Dr. Walter A. Zaugg in a recent
address to v50 Dormitory Drive
Chairmen of WSSF.
Dr. Zaugg reminded his audience of the seriousness and importance of university life by reviewing the government's college
program during the war.
In the same way, he asserted,
universities overseas are the heart
of a nation's life. And yet, invading armies not only tried to kill
education, "They killed the opportunity for education."
Emphasizing that "Human need
transcends al differences," Dr.
Zaugg urged the DDC to support
the WSSF. He urged further that
DDC impress their fellow dormresidents the responsibility of
every student at Bowling Green

State University.
That responsibility, he declared,
is to become a part of the world
and to help needy college students
overseas.
"This is a small world if you
have had many contacts with
others," the speaker asserted.
"Become a part of all that you
meet and you will soon discover
how small the world really is."
Representatives from additional
dormitories attending the meeting
include: Pat Owens, Alpha Chi
Omega; Louis J. Summey, Annex
No. 6; Virgil Murphy, Beta Sigma;
Allan I.ihi"'. East Dorm; Donald
Leedy, Huts; Patsy Green, Kohl
Hall; John W. Cannavan, Phi Delta; Robert M. Stewart, Pi Kappa
Alpha; Marjorie A. Maple, Phi
Mu; Heleen Penn, Shatzel Hall;
Alfred J. Erbes, Sigma Nu; Willard Jinks, Theta Chi; Kathryn
Giviskos, Theta Phi.
Additional off-campus representatives are Carol Fosty, Marcus N.
Barbour, and Amy Y. Trease.

Capacity Crowd Attends
Program by Fritz Kreisler
By Nancy Noon
A capacity crowd filled the
Men's Gym Wednesday evening for
a concert by Fritz Kreisler, acclaimed by critics as the world's
foremost violinist.
The 73-year-old musician devoted the first half of his program
to Bach's "Suite in E Minor for
Violin and Piano" and "Concerto
No. 8 in E flat Major" by Mozart.
After the intermission, his first
selection was "Grave" which he
composed in the style of Friedemann Bach, son of the more
famous Johann Sebastian Bach.
This he followed with "Rondo in
G Major" by Mozart, ballet music
from Schubert's "Roaamunde," and
two of his own compositions,
"Malaguena" and "Viennese Rhapsodic Fantasietta."
As encores, Mr. Kreisler offered
Debussy's "Girl with the Flaxen
Hair," an Irish folk tune' entitled
"Londonderry Air,'.' and another

of his own compositions and most
popular encore numbers, "Fair
Rosemary."
•
Piano accompaniment was provided by Carl Lamson, who has
been with Mr. Kreisler for over 20
years.
Following his Bowling Green engagement the "wizard of the violin" departed by train for Madison,
Wis., where he was scheduled to
give two concerts at the University of Wisconsin.
Mr. Kxeisler's appearance here
marks the second program in the
current "Artist Series" sponsored
by the University. Other programs scheduled for this year are:
John W. Vandercook, Nov. 11;
Andre Maurois, Nov. 21; Martha
Graham's modern dance company,
Feb. 10; Cornelia Otis Skinner,
Feb. 13; Pittsburgh Symphony,
March 13; Eva Jessye Choir,
March 24; and Max Eastman,
April 3.
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Games Highlight Weekends

-^^ Two Dances
To Be Presented

—

IMS IRWIN

DORIS MASELL

Two sororities celebrated their
Founder's D»y last week. Gamma
Phi Beta held a tea Sunday for
actives and alumnae, in honor of
the sorority's foundingTheta
Phii commemorated their third
anniversary last Wednesday.
Alumnae and advisors were their
guests. Avaloo Dresser was chairman.
The Chi Omegas held an open
house for the Sigma Alpha Epsilon
fraternity, Sunday, Oct. 81.
In a new house there is always
many small household items needed. To solve this problem the
Alpha Gamma Deltas held a
"house shower," Tuesday night,
Nov. 2.
Each member made a
contribution.
Plastering has kept the Alpha Xi
Deltas moving about. Several of
the girls have been sleeping in the
hospital and the chapter room of
the house.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank J. Prout
and Miss Audrey K. Wilder were
dinner guests of the Theta Phi
sorority, Monday, Nov. 1.
Chi Omaga sorority held a serenade Tuesday, Nov. 2.
Sigma
Na and Zata Beta Tan fraternities
invited the girls in for snacks.

The Kappa Daltaa held an open
house for the Sigma Alpha Epiilon
fraternity Sunday evening. Night
club surroundings formed the
background of the party. Joyce
Keller was chairman of the program.
District governor of the Alpha
Phi sorority, Mrs. Genevieve
Stephen from Cleveland, visited
the Bowling Green chapter. She
arrived Tuesday, Nov. 2, and
stayed until Saturday, Nov. 6.
Dr. and Mrs. Prout and Dean
Wilder were dinner guests, Wednesday evening, Nov. 3; and a tea
was held in honor of Mrs. Stephen
Thursday afternoon. Deans and
their wives and sorority presidents
were among their guests.
Freshman women were entertained at a serenade by the Alpha
Phis, Tuesday, Nov. 9.
The Pi Theta fraternity began
its series of open houses last Sunday by entertaining the Kappa
Delta sorority. The fraternity's
new mascot, a thoroughbred Cocker Spaniel named "Buddy," can be
seen at any home football game
dressed in Pi Theta's silver and
maroon.
The Dalta Tau Delta fraternity
is holding an exchange dinner with
the Kappa Dalta sorority tonight.
The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity is completing its plans for
the annual all-campus Dad's Day
to be held this Saturday. Before
the Morningside - Bowling Green
football game that day, the ATOs

will serve breakfast to the fathers
and members of the Varsity team.
More pledges:
Phi Dalta — Barney Wheeler,
"Doc" Windnagel, Bob Parlette,
Ernie Raber, Bon Talbert, Fred
Boggs, Chuck Woodflll, Al Pomponio, and George Breithack.
Pi Thata—Robert Smith, Don
Kohl, Jack Faston, and James Vosco.
Theta Chi—Leo Bascone, Jim
Rudes, Bob Sherry, Bob Sullivan,
Tom Losh, Carrol Tschiegg, Bob
Ziek, Bill Koogan, Paul O'Rourke,
Virgil Perrell, Stan Fisk, Ray Roe,
Jim Shultz, Lyle Cartwright, Terry
Schon, Bob Oiler, Jim Myers, Dave
Hawley, and Rocky Schneider.
To be continued.

Art Department
Displays Paintings
A student showing of ceramic
ware and jewelry is now on display in the Art Bldg. These exhibits show a variety of expressive
design and an effective use of
colored glazes and shapes.
Esko Rentola has two paintings
on display in the Ohio Valley
Water Color Show of '48, to take
place November
in the Columbus
Gallery of Arts. "Abstraction 57"
was inspired by the Heinz plant.
Emphasis is on a color pattern
over linear design.

For That
SNACK

HEY!! JOE AND JANE COME ON

insist on

"Qet 9nia <1U JluMv!"

CAIN'S

After the game

MARCELLE POTATO
CHIPS

at the

INDIAN SUMMER weather coupled with an uadefeated team place
football as king of the fall term social season. Above it an action shot
taken at a recent game.

Clubs Schedule New Meetings
ASSOCIATION OF
CHILD EDUCATION
Association of Child Education
will meet tonight at 7 in the kindergarten room of the Lab School.
Reports on several of the latest
children's books will be given. A
number of the books will be available for inspection.
EMERSON LITERARY
SOCIETY
Monday evening, Nov. 1, Emerson Literary Society completed the
election of officers for this semester. They are: Wanda Murmer,
Secretary; Ken Krousc, Treasurer; and Professor Ralph Meade,
Adviser.
Richard Barnes, President, appointed the following as chairman
of standing committees: Harold
Hakes, Program Chairman; Bill
Nye, Publicity Chairman; and Don
Burgess, Social Chairman.
This society is an extracurricular organization for all students interested in learning and practicing

parliamentry procedure. It is not
an honorary society for students
majoring
in
certain
fields.
Throughout the year anyone may
join by having a friend who is a
member present him at a meeting.
Everyone interested is welcome
to join Emerson Literary Society.
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
There will bo a Home Economics
Club meeting Nov. 10, at 7 p.m. in
Studio B, PA Bldg.
All girla
taking a course in home economics
arc invited to attend.
Club pictures will be taken at
6:30 in tho Lab School Gymnasium, Nov. 10.
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS CLUB
The International Relations Club
will hold its monthly meeting
Thursday, Nov. 11 at 8 p.m. in
303A. Dr. Bcrtil G. Sima, of the
Foreign Languages Department,
who has spent much time in the
Scandinavian countries, will lecture the group on recent developments in those nations.

The University Club
^p^p^p^p^p^p^i^w v

The perfect place to bring Dad for
every occasion during Dad's Day

^p^p^p^p^pM

An exchange of photographs will create
bonds of friendship you

r/i* zioisr

will treasure through

STORE:

1^^^^

SIGMA TAU DELTA
Sigma Tau Delta, national English honorary, will hold a tea for
members of the English faculty
this evening from 8 to 9 in the
Faculty Room of the Nest.
Kathryn Morrow is in charge of
arangementa for the tea. Other
committee chairman are: Barbara
Schlatter, food; Bill Yoakum, program; and Ruth McNeal, invitations.
The next meeting of the honorary will be held at 7 next Wednesday at the home of Dr. Rae McCain.

SQUARE AND COMPASS CLUB
Square and Compass club will
hold a meeting Thursday, Nov. 11
at 7:30 p.m. All free and accepted Masons, students, faculty and
employees of the university are invited. Moving pictures of Bowling Green's Invitational Tournament Team will be shown, and new
committees will be appointed.
Members arc asked to bring another Mason.

Always
GOOD FOOD
at the

HOLLAND
Snack
Bar
125 N. Main St.

the years.

Make an appointment for your Christmas por-

Hay Rides
Two sturdy wagons
decorated with lights.

traits now.

Make School Work
Easier... with

Two orchestra dances are planued for the weekend in the Women's Bldg. Friday evening from
9-12 the Kappa Delta. Sorority is
sponsoring
its
annual
dance.
Saturday evening the Sigma Chi's
are sponsoring the first formal
dance of the season. This dance
starts at 9 o'clock and is over at
12:80.
At 8 o'clock Saturday evening
the Kent State Players are presenting a play in the Main Auditorium.
Also on Saturday evening the Faculty Square Dance
Club is holding a dance in the Rec
Hall.
Friday evening the movie "Sun
Valley Serenade" will be shown in
the PA Auditorium. "Swell Guy"
is the name of Saturday evening's
movie.
Movies both nights will
begin at 7 and at 9.

WALKER STUDIO
123 W. Wooster St.

Just call or write

E. G. Thamletz

PARKER

Box No. 306
Bowling Green
Phone 6346 or 7366

"51"

HOUSE OF
FLOWERS
CORSAGES

A belter

writlag

FLOWER GIFTS

iastrasMat
■M better
work. Also
here ia the new
•Urn, Lrini Demi•iae. A favorite
with ereryooe!

CNWOTUNITY
Merville Hose Classic

EASY TERMS

Crosby Jewelry
Store
148 S. Main St.
Phone 6001

knocks OlEBX day

Sale ends on Saturday

When you have your dry cleaning done at

Regular $1.79 ... 15 denier ... 51 gauge

LONG'S DRY CLEANERS

$1.39
New wanted colors

228 No. Main Street
Phone 14392 for pickup and delivery service

We Deliver
Phone 5734

331 No. Main

IQU

Why Did The
Republicans Lose?

By John Radabanfh
With the results of the national
election causing: much debate on
campus the IQU column joins the
discussion by asking, "What do
you believe are the reasons for the
surprising: Republican defeat?"
Betty Smutz,
Ha freshman
from Lima,
said, "It's my
opinion that the
Republ i c a n a
took It for
granted that
Governor Dewey would win
and they didn't
bother to vote.
Betty Smuts
Also so many
used to voting a
Democrats
straight ticket that they just continued to do so this election."
"I think that
a lot of people
stick with the
underdog which
President Truman definitely
was," stated
freshman Hud
Hobnrt
whose
home is in
E1 y r i a. "Mr.
Truman's camBud Hobart
paign," ho added," was moro extensive than
Governor Dewoy's, therefore many
of the peoplo were mor familiar
with his policies."
Sibyl liragg,
a soph o rn o r e
from Columbus,
b c 1 i e v ed the
reason for the
upset was that
a lot of the
white collar
workers didn't
got out and
vote, while
many of the
Sibyl Bragg
laboring class
did. She also said, "So many people were going to vote for democrats in the legislative branch they
didn't wunt a Democrat controlled
FUTURE TEACHERS
ASSOCIATION
UNESO and WTOP will be the
topic of the Future Teachorg Associotion mecing Monday, Nov. 15.
The meeting will be held in the PA
Auditorium at 7 p.m.
POLITICAL AFFAIRS GROUP
Tentative plans for a "Town
Meeting of the Air" program to
bo broadcast from the campus
were revealed last week by Chairman Ralph Hose of the Student
Christian Fellowship's Political
Affairs Group.

Congress and a Republican president."
The activity
of the labor unions which actively supported the Democrats seemed to
Ted Marchand,
a senior from
Wayne, Mich.,
as the major
fact o-r.
He
c o n c 1 uded by
Tad Marchand saying, "It
seems to me that the 80th Congress caused a lot of criticism
which Mr. Truman effectively used
in his campaign."
Jo
Anne
V ickers, a
freshman from
Cleveland, stated that it was
over - confidonce that
brought about
the downfall of
the Republicans. "Mr.
Truman also,"
she said, "en- J» Anna Victors
dorsed policies that are popular to
people that believe that New
Deal program* should be continued."
"I think the
Taft - Hartley
labor
bill
caused much
dislike for the
present Congress, forcing
the unions to
back the Democrats," declared
Jack Obenauer,
a soph o m o r e
Jack Obenauar whose hometown is Dayton.
Mr. Obenauer
added, "The unexpected small
vote caused the balance of power
to rest with the Democrats, I do
think that if the total vote had
been larger the results would have
been different."
The group, which recently sponsored tho political rally and mock
election, plans to write to the directors of "Town Meeting" asking
for presentation of tho program
here.
Chairman Hose also disclosed
that sometime during the second
semester, a mock United Nations
convention will be held. Delegates
■will be chosen from various foreign
students on the campus, Chairman
Hose said.
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Press Club President Leads
Activities Of Two Groups
By Jan* Carlton

Meet Mr. Fix-it! Introducing a fellow who's good at
mending worn out gadgets as well as people's troubles, is a real
pleasure. Take a bow, Emil Isaacson.
The president of the Press Club and Lutheran Student
Association is a journalism major and political science minor.
He is interested in public relations, welfare work, and teaching
and hopes to do a little of each
in his life's work.
Born of Finnish parents, Emil
grew up in the little town of Nanty-Glo, Pa., where his father worked in the coal mines. His present
home In Warren, Ohio is the scene
of great activity on holidays,
when he takes part in plays and
enjoys sports at the athletic club.
Most people have one popular
nickname, but Emil has four. His
first real name is Onni, which
means "Lucky" in Finnish. And

Three years in the Navy allowed
Emil to do a lot of writing, and he
has gained from his many experiences the determination to produce material as a right against
war. His interest in people and
their problems will be helpful, he
feels, in bringing out the human
element in his writing.
Seems funny that this fellow
wants to drive to Wauseon so
often to sec a certain teacher,
when he has been in classes with
profs all day I Must be a reason
and from all evidence I could
gather it's a mighty good one!

FBLA Will Meet
Heje November 13
The first annual Ohio Constitutional Convention of the Future
Business. Leaden of America will
be held here Nov. I S, It hail previously been planned for last

spring.

EMIL ISAACSON, president of
LSA, •■ wall as tha Press Club, !•
majoring in journalism.
so "Lucky" it hits been since he
was a small boy. In high school,
as captain and star player on the
football team, he was called "Snake
Hips," and "Smiles." "Lefty," is
his other alias, which is typical of
his use of the left hand in most
sports activities.

WHOEVER PICKED UP a bunch o| bookn
In tha Ad Bldg. by tha Geology Office
last Sunday evening, please return them
to 134vi W. Main SI. lust lay them In
the hall outside the door.

By John Fay

Officials are still not making any
comment about what would happen if the football team were invited to Tampa for the Cigar
Bowl. It is amusing to know that
at Cleveland both Baldwin-Wallace
and John Carroll arc being considered for the Great Lakes Bowl,
while BG is not being given a
thought.
While it is still not definite, the
last play to be given by the University Theatre for the 48-49
school year will probably be "Hamlet." A man from New York City
will probably direct the show.
Leftovers from the election—
Whether or not you agree with
President Trumfn and his policies
he must be given credit for
lighting for what he believed to be
right when practically everyene
else was against him.
That is
the kind 01 person we should have
in the White House a( all times.
Here in Wood County, 211 student ballots were challenged when
an election official disputed the

The order of business follows:
9:00 Registration
0:00-10:00 Demonstration o| O||lco Machines by BGSU Students in
301 PA Bldg,
30IPA Bldg,
10:00-10:30 Sealing of Delegates and Cull
to Order
Welcome by Dr. E. G. Knepper
Appointment of Temporary
Chairmen
Api-oinlnitMil of Noml n a 11 n g
and Constitution Committee
10:30 11:1^ Introduction of Chaptor Groups
and Sponsors Round Table
on Club A.-hvitioB
11:15 11:45 Model Initiation Service
11:45 Adlourn for Lunch
12:45 Afternoon Session Resumos
12:45- 1:45 Report of Committee
1:45 Football Game
4:00 AdjouriuiuMil

RADIO
SALES and SERVICE
Tubes -- Batteries

Television
Receivers
DEMONSTRATED IN
FRATERNITY AND SORORITY HOUSES WITHOUT
PUTTING THE PARTY TO
ANY OBLIGATION.
Contact

HOUSEHOLD
APPLIANCES

338 So. Main

Also For

RADIO REPAIR

Puts' and Pat's

■

State Attorney General's ruling
that students could vote here if
enrolled before Jan. 2, 1948.
In answer to a certain letter to
the editor of last week, may I say
that the point which was that I
was not qualified to make any
criticism of the play is invalid. I
was asked to make comments on
the play by Miss Pat Mann, the director.
Speaking of Pat Mann, her
landlady recently gave her a ticket
in a local raffle and Pat was
thrilled to learn that she had the
winning ticket. The prize was a
brand new automobile tire. Now
she is looking for three more tires
and an engine—cheap of course.
As Harry said to Tom—T.T.K.N.

Bill's Radio &
Television

Try

Across from Kohl
Hall

When You Are Hungry!

LOST: While gold Hamilton wiislw.it.-li.
Between pool locker room and common*.
Thursday, Nov. 4, 1948. Return to loan
stovor. 237 N. Prospect. Reward.

•

a

Ctn

THE BEST HAMBURGERS AND COFFEE IN
TOWN
.- . . .

Fri., Sat

Nov. 12-13

Open 12:45 Daily

Rappaport's

'The Rope"

Headquarters For

In Technicolor
JAMES STEWART

loll SALE: 1946 Ford convertible
quira Upper 6, Ivy Hall.

Pie
Pop

GIFTS
BOOKS

WHITEHOUSE^HAMBURGER
SHOP
YOU ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME
All Types of:
Sandwiches, Soft Drinks, Milk Shakes, Coffee

BEE GEE NEWS
Columnlata

Personality Portrait!

STATIONERY
GREETING CARDS

•

Also
Cake
Candy

Ice Cream
Cigarettes

Service With a Smile

alimy*

"Sorry, Wrong
Number"
Tue., Thu. Nov. 16-18

"Come in and look a round,
are

Nov. 14-15

With
RARBARA STANWYCK
BURT LANCASTER

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

you

Sun., Mon.

| OPPORTUNITY CLUB |
I
MEETS 3 DAYS

WtleoHU"

"Luxury Liner"
In Technicolor
Geo. BRENT Jane POWELL

Lasalle's

MEN'S STORE

Fri., Sat.

Nov. 12-13

Open 2:15 Sat.

BOWLiNG GREEN

"Son of God's
Country"

Qlaoe and MU^UM g*h
$3.50 and $3.95

with
Monte HALE

Sun., Mon. Nov. 14-15
Open 2:15 Sun.

"The Imperfect
Lady"

Look Sharp!
WEAR OUR SMART OUTFITS WITH A VARIETY OP
COLORS'AND DESIGNS.
Canary

:

Navy

:

Maroon
Sixes 8—10

Brown

White

Oooh Darling! Isn't the view wonderful . . .
But be careful of your clothes cuz we're a long
way from THE SANITARY DRY CLEANERS
and I want them neat until we get home.

Sanitary Dry Cleaners
NEXT TO LYBIC THEATRE

with
Ray MILLAND T. WRIGHT

Tue., Thu. Nov. 16-18

"Dear Ruth"
with
William HOLDEN
Joan CAULPIELD

BEE GEE NEWS
Sport Section

QGICOHA,
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Third Falcon Score

Wf Tom Igggji
A GREAT RECORD FROM A MEDIOCRE SCHEDULE
Coach Bob Whitlaker's Falcon football squad has advanced
through seven games with an unblemished record. Morningside
and powerful John Carroll now are the only obstacles between
Bowling Green and an undefeated season. Whether or not the
supreme objective is achieved, this must be classified as a successful year.
Much dissatisfaction has been expressed as to the quality of
the schedule. Actually it is weak at many points. Teams like
Kent State, Baldwin-Wallace, Central Michigan, and Toledo University certainly are in our class, however, and the victories over
them must stand as hard earned and worthwhile.
The fact remains that Bee Gee, as it grows, must spread its
influence. This is no longer a small Ohio college. It is a growing, cosmopolitan university of between four and five thousand
students. Our athletic teams should likewise advance in stature.
TIME TO IMPROVE THE SLATE
It is now time to begin scheduling the games for next year.
While it is not advisable to attempt to book any of the nation's
top teams, it is altogether sensible to try to get games with big
name schools whose football teams are not in the top rung at
present.
Syracuse, Duquesne, West Virginia, Boston University, Marquette, Fordham, and Pittsburgh are just a few of many possibilities. We might also profitably encounter a Southern Conference
opponent.
The lack of seating here still makes it difficult to guarantee
schools enough money to induce them to play here. The
total solution, of course, lies in the erection of a stadium on the
south side of the gridiron. When and if this is going to be done
is being kept a deep, dark secret.
In the meantime, it certainly should be possible to drop such
teams as Findlay, Morris Harvey, and Morningside from the
agenda and pick up just a few newcomers of more renown.
NEED IM RULES CHANGE
The intramural athletic program instituted last year and resumed this fall has proven to be very successful. Overcoming
many difficulties, Dave Matthews and his assistants are putting
on a program that has been satisfactory to all.
Now one question has arisen that might well be considered.
The main purpose of intramural athletics is to assure every village
student the right to participate in competitive sports. This is not
being done. Under the present rules any unalfiliated male may
get together with another and enter a team in any sport. The fraternity league, however, is made up of one team from each organization. The few best men from every group are selected, leaving
the rest ineligible for competition. It is easy to see how in a
fraternity of 75 men many would not be able to play. A fraternity
man is not allowed to engage in independent ball even though
he is not a member of his fraternity team. Eithe/ a B league
should be formed from the larger fraternities or the extra men allowed to enter independent leagues as they see fit.

/
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Tickets for the Morningside
Dad's Day Contest Saturday will
be on sale at the Athletic Office in
the Men's Gym starting today.

Mr*
>

MONOGRAMMED

JACK FREITAS (corea Falcon Touchdown No. 3 in the picture
abov*. Th« ihot wat talon at tho Kant Stato Came.

Harriers Finish Regular
Season With Even Record
Lose To Wesleyan,
Win From Capitol
Coach Dave Matthews is taking
seven men to South Bend, Indiana
Saturday, Nov. 13. for the Central
Collegiate Cross Country Meet.
The Falcon harriers will compete
against such teams as Michigan
Normal, Michigan State, Drake,
Marquette, and of course the host
Notre Dime team.
Bowling Green completed its
dual meet season last Friday in a
dnuh!c-dunl meet at Delaware,
losing to the Ohio Wesleyan
Bishops, 24-32, and rolling up a
perfect score while downing Capital, 15-50. Bee Gee's Bob Weaver
led most of the route was nosed
out at the finish by Jini Swomloy
and Blakesley of Wesleyan. who
finished in a dead heat. The two
winners' time was 23:26 while
Weaver was clocked at 23:30, his
best time of the season.
Bob
Petric also turned in his best time,
23:52. The varsity course was 4.1
miles.
By splitting the two meets Friday, BG's varsity ended the Maaon
with a four won, four lost record.
The freshmen posted four wins,
while losing only to Michigan Normal. Kilgore won every race for
the frosh, setting records in each
meet except the last, and then his
time was second best for the
course.
Those making the trip to Notre
Dame for the Central Cellcgiates
are Capt. Curt Nelson, Bob
Weaver, Bob Petrie, Bruce Oliver,
Bob Mickits, AI Ponrponio, and
Charlie Mesloh.
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By Dave Reichert
After seven straight, "Sioux City Sue" should be the song
sung Saturday by Bowling Green's all triumphant football
team as it strives for number eight when Morningside College
is entertained on the local gridiron this weekend.
The contest looms as a breather for the Ohioans before
they meet John Carroll the following week. The Maroons,
from Sioux City, Iowa, have a
meager record of three wins and
five defeats. However, the Beo
Gee game is their final for the
season, and chances are that they
will be up for the game, while the
Falcons may be decidedly overconfident.
This game will be the season's
Dad's Day tilt for Bowling Green.
Saturday is also High School Day
The fraternity football schedule at the ball game.
Coach George Allen, former JV
for last Saturday morning was
postponed until this week since coach at Michigan, uses the Woltype single wing offense,
many of the players traveled to verine
with touches of the T-formation.
Kent State.
Also following the Michigan sysIn League I, Gamma Theta Nu tem, the team employs a separato
was U) Conteel once beaten Pi squad for offense and defense.
Connie Callahan, triple threat
Kappa Alpha yesterday.
SAE
plays league lending Sigma Chi man and co-captain, leads the offensive team. He is dangerous on
today and Beta Sigma tangles with short snappy passes. Bob Hooks
Zeta Beta Tau tomorrow. Fri- co-stars with Callahan, and may
day's schedule pits the SAE'l be looked upon for line plunges.
Tho home squad may be without
against Theta Chi, Gamma Theta
Nu against ltela Sigma and Sigma the services of fullback Jack Woodlund, who has been leading the
t'hi's versus Zeta Beta Tau.
Falcons with better than five yards
Second place Kappa Sigma be- per try at the line. Woody suffered
gins action in League II opposing a recurrence of a thigh injury and
Delta Tau Delta Friday. Unde- may not play this week.
Max Minnich, who has scored 30
feated l>ul once tied Sigma Nu points
and passed for seven TDs,
playa Phi Delta, and Chi Alpha will spur tho Falcon attack. Vern
contests Pi Theta,
Dunham, currently leading the BG
The following Way Sigma Nu aces in scoring with 42 points, will
takes action against the ATO's, be Minnich's target Automatic
Kappa Sigma opposes Chi Alpha, Ed Simmons, third high man with
and the Phi Delta take the field op- 27 markers, will bo out to better
posite Pi 1 beta. The Saturday his 21 out of 26 record on conversions.
games begin at 10:30 a.m.

Greek Football
Championships

m^l

PAPER
NAPKINS

%*$■*

Morningside New Challenge
To Undefeated Bee Gee

Frosh Gridders
Lose At Ohio U
In a hard-fought gridiron contest Friday at Athens, O., the
Bowling Green freshman football
team dropped its first decision of
the season to the frosh of Ohio U.
by a 12-7 count. The win was the
third in as many games for the
Athenians.
The Junior Bobcats drew first
blood in the opening stanza on a
line plunge which climaxed a
drive covering over half the distance of the field. Bill liuniliera,
formerly of Toledo Walte, blocked
the try for extra point.
Fled Marsh's eleven came back
in the second quarter on ■ pan
from Akron's .Marion Kossi to Paul
Shart/.cr of Napoleon. Dick
('wens of Napoleon then added
the point t" give the Eyases a 7-0
advantage at halftime.
With approximately three minutes left, a Bowling Green punt
was blocked and recovered by Ohio
U. on the visitor's 20 yard line.
The winning touchdown was
scored a few plays later. A flurry of BG passes failed as lime ran
out.
Bowling Green OUtgained their
hosis in the air while Ohio U.
showed a strong ground attack.
Next Saturday afternoon, the
Howling Green yearlings meet the
Kent State freshmen in KSU'a
Memorial Stadium.

Still In Doubt

HARVEY'S RESTAURANT
Enjoy your meals at Harvey's. B'ine food prepared in an appetizing manner.

Get the best

in light snacks or full course dinners.

OPEN SUNDAY FROM
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.

JtoMHL

• Yes, Camels are so mild that a nationwide 30-day
test of hundreds of smokers revealed not one single
case of throat irritation due to smoking Camels!
The people in this test — both men and women —
smoked Camels exclusively for 30 consecutive days.
Smoked an average of one to two packages of
Camels a day. Each week their throats were examined by noted throat specialists—a total of 2470
exacting examinations. From coast to coast,

these throat specialists reported
!&-"'

NO THROAT IRRITATION
DUE TO SMOKING CAMELS!

Cocktail and luncheon napkins, personalized with your
name or monogram.
100 for only $2.00

KLEVER'S
Jewelry Store
121 No. Main St.
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Falcons Defeat Kent
23-14 For 7th Straight

Game Not Only
Show At Kent

SpjotU 9n Slioxtl

By A. L. McCl.in

Basketball intramurals arc
Victory at Kent was sweet, but scheduled to begin Dec. 6. Every
other sights combined to make the organization should read the folafternoon a memorable one last lowing rules and follow them if
Saturday: Kent's homecoming they desire to enter a team.
Sports repredecorations—one in the form of a
sentatives for
huge argyle sock with the imaginaeach organizative caption "Aurguys'll win" . . .
tion must suban elderly gentleman sitting on the
mit team enBowling Green side losing his ext r ic s to M iss
pensive fedora in a strong wind
Dorothy Fornia,
and laughing heartedly . . . hot
intramural
didogs that came in cellophane
rector, by Friwrappers like cigars . . . the smartday, Nov. 19.
ness of the Bowling Green band
Entries are ac. . . the bashfulness of the two
c e p t e d now.
team captains accepting the bull
Each organizafrom the homecoming queen prior
K.thy Arnold
tion may have
to the game . , . the stunned silence of the Kent rooting section several teams, but only fifty per
when the Falcons scored within cent of the players on the floor
the first thirty HecondB . . . cigar may be physical education majors.
Every player must get a heart
smokers trying to keep their stogies lighted in the strong wind . . . examination at the hospital before
Examinations start toCoach Whittaker pacing nervously Dec. 6.
morrow at 1 p.m. and are to be
in front of the bench with his team
given every afternoon except Wedleading 21 to 0 . . .
nesday.
After the game: A pretty girl
A player may sign up for one
in a grey coat, her purse lurked
under her arm—running like a team only, A team may play in
halfback . . . n little boy holding one of these leagues: Monday and
Wednesday, I und 5; Tuesday and
tightly to his father's hand usking, "Hey, Pop, where do we go Thursday, 4 to 6; und Tuesday and
Thursday, 7 to 9.
Each team
now, huh, where do we go now?"
... a man in a white flier's cup should indicate preferred league.
with goggles shouting, "Keep off
dc grass"—in anything but nn Oxford accent . . . and the final look
at the scoreboard which read,
Bowling Green 23, Kent State 14.

after a long 86 yard march that
ua«d up 19 plays.
Little and
Bowling Green scored a touch- Bragg did most of the carrying
down 35 seconds after the opening until the ball reached the Bowling
kickoff, got another three minutes Green eight yard line. Here Tatlater, and went on to spoil Home- tle passed over the goal line to
coming for 12,000 Kent State fans Russell with just 44 seconds left
last Saturday, 23-14.
in the quarter. All-State Frank
A recovered fumble, a blocked Mesek, left-footed place kicking
kick, and an intercepted pass were guard, made his twelfth consecuturned into three first half touch- tive conversion and the score was
downs as the unbeaten Falcons 21-7.
took advantage of the breaks to
The Falcons counted their final
mark up their seventh straight two points early in the last stanza
win.
when Schnelker knocked Pisoni's
Kent started action from its 20
attempted pass down in the Kent
after Hal Dunham's kickoff went end zone for an automatic safety.
through the end zone and on the
Kent ended the afternoon's
first play fullback Dan Kratzer
fumbled as he circled right end point making by driving 74 yards
and Don Mansfield recovered for just before the final gun. Tuttlc
Bee Gee on the Golden Flashes' completed four passeB, the last one
putting the ball on the Bee Gee
19.
three. Little squirmed over with
Max Minnich then passed to
only 50 seconds remaining and
Vern Dunham who made a diving
Mesek added the point, his thircatch in the end zone. Ed Simmons place kicked the point and teenth in a row.
Statistically it was all Kent.
the Falcons led 7-0 with only 35
Tho Flashes rolled up 18 first
seconds gone.
downs to Bowling Green's 8 and
Dunhum's kickolT again resulted
outgained the Falcons, 324 yards
in a touchback and, and after two
to 188. But they still pay off in
plays gained five yards, Wilbur
points and for the seventh straight
Little picked up 11 and a first
time Bee Gee finished on the long
down around right end. Ilec Gee
held and when I'isani tried to punt, end.
The Falcons stayed on the
Vern Dunham broke through,
blocked it, and tho Falcons took ground throughout the game,
Hut it was Mux Minnich who
throwing only seven passes and
over on the Kent 14.
completing but two, both for provided the offensive spurk that
Woodland and Schmidt got five
carried the team through.
He
touchdowns. ■
yards in two line plays before Min' passed beautifully for the first two
Though
in
defeat,
Kent
Halfnich threw down the middle to Hob
touchdowns anil set up the third
Schnelker who stepped over the back Wib Little was a bright star with a pass interception and fine
on
tho
field,
gaining
135
yards
and
double stripe for the second score.
runback.
Simmons converted and it was in 23 attempts. Several times he
Now it's seven down anil two
14-0 with 11:34 still to play in the seemed about to break into the
to go.
This week Mm ningsiclc
clear only to have desperation
initial period.
and then John Carroll,
After
hate in the second quarter Min- tackles bring him down. He and
that?????
nich intercepted Tuttlu's pass on Capt George Kovalick, the left
the Kent 42 and raced back to the guard, lived well up to their AllOhio rating.
20. Woodland smashed to the six,
On the Falcon forward wall Gorgot three more in two tries, and
don Ackerman was outstanding
Jack Frcitas cut back over left
along with ends Vern Dunham and
tackle for the touchdown. SimBob Schnelker.
Don Mansfield
mont' kick was good and Bee Gee
was out in front, 21-0.
and Jack Woodland were masterful in backing up the line.
Kent scored in the third period
By Chuck Albury

SAMMY'S
DRY CLEANING AND SHOE REPAIR
One Day Pressing Service
Polishes

Laces

Corner South College and Wooster
Across From Kohl Hall

Fred Kline Elected
Captain Of Veteran
Falcon Swim Team

AH adjustments will be handled
by Nancy Curtin, Women's Recreation Association basketball manager, or Miss Dorothy Fornia.
Hockey Schrdul.

Two hockey games are scheduled for this weekend. The allstar hockey team will play the
University of Toledo here Friday
afternoon at 4.
Saturday they
will travel to Ohio State to play
hockey with Ohio Wesleyan and
Ohio State.
Bowling Tournament
Bowling Club members will participate in a tournament which
starts Friday afternoon at 4:45.
All members are urged to be
prompt because the games must be
started on time.
Dues are to be collected at the
first meeting.
Nrw Managers
At the close of the hockey and
soccer intramural seasons, new
managers were elected for each
sport. Arlene Jackson will serve
as soccer munager next year and
Nancy Tank will take over her
duties as hockey manager.

Fred Kline was elected captain
of the swimming team at a meeting Monday night. He has been
outstanding distance swimmer for
two seasons.
All candidates for the swimming
team will meet Nov. 15 at 4 p.m. in
the Natatorium. Freshman candidates will be called Nov. 29.
First swimming meet is with
Fcnn College at Fenn.

Intramural Champs
Determined Today
The first phases of the independent intramural football playoffs
began last Tuesday with the IABs
defeating the Wildmen, 14-0. On
Thursday the Stadium Club Pros
fell victims to the 1AB team, 20-0.
Monday the Jay Els nosed out
the KPs with a 13-6 decision.
This afternoon at 4:30 the Jay Els
will come up against the IABs for
tho Independent Championship.

Elbow Room Hamburger Shop
You've Tried The Re»t
Now Try The Best
TRY OUR FOOT LONG HOT DOGS, only 20c
OPEN MON., THURS., 11 a.m.—12 p.m.
OPEN FRI., SAT., 11 a.m.—1 a.m.
OPEN SUNDAY, 4:30 p.m.—12 p.m.

112 West Wooster Street

"CHESTERFIELD is
' building another big,
new factory for us
smokers who like the
MILDER cigarette...

It's m c/gareffe."

ZueA. Own. A C44ftU jacUt?

RADIO'S FAVORITE SON

We have the original CUGAT!!!

ARTHUR GODFREY TIME

STAS OP CHBITIRFIBLD'S

it

inii ■

■

"T1 wish I could take you in my Navion
plane over the big, new factory Chesterfield
is building at Durham, N. C. It's a honey. It
will help supply the ever-increasing demand
for the MILDER cigarette."

Like a shirt it can be worn inside your pants
or
Like a jacket it can be worn outside your pants
In solid colors only
Gray - Navy Blue - Maroon

__

Tk* Hort for Young Itm and
Mtn who want to stay young

CAMPUS MEN'S SHOP
Naar Tha Post Offic
€

On.it* 1W. Ijamr * Mm.

TO*KO> CO.

C

*

